The 3rd Event

‘The Steel City’ - A Visit to Weston Bank Museum
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The IEEE University of Sheffield Student Branch Joint IAS/PELS Chapter held the 3rd event at 13:00 – 14:00, 21st August 2016 in the Weston Park Museum, which was created in 1998 as an independent charity to take over the running of the city’s non-industrial museums and galleries from Sheffield City Council.

This event was hosted by all the committee members. There were more than 18 students from different departments attended the event.

The currently special show is the ‘Made in Sheffield’. The below is a photo of knife and fork made by Electroplated Nickel and Silver around 1890. The other tool looks like hammer was named punches at that time.

All the visitors also enjoyed the beautiful view outside the Museum, where there are a wide range of beautiful flowers and plants.
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